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Hawai‘i Island Meaningful
Environmental Education for Teachers
Funded in 2015–2016 by the NOAA Bay Watershed Education and Training (B-WET) Program, The Kohala
Center’s Hawai‘i Island Meaningful Environmental Education for Teachers (HI-MEET) program trained and
supported teachers to conduct relevant outdoor research experiences with their students through field research
activities aligned with Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards.
This Best Practices Handbook, created to assist other teachers in developing field science research projects with their
students, was developed with the assistance of the following Hawaii Island middle and high school teachers who
provided invaluable recommendations and lesson plans:
Kiteya Belford-Smith, Kanu o ka ‘Āina New Century Public Charter School
Tina Benson, Waimea Middle School
Alison English, Honoka‘a High School
Laura Jim, Hawai‘i Preparatory Academy
Jessica Manton, Kealakehe Middle School
Heather O’Connell, West Hawai‘i Explorations Academy
Kathy Okumoto-Miller, Kealakehe High School
Mahina Patterson, Kanu o ka ‘Āina New Century Public Charter School
Susan Rickards, Parker School

We Want YOUR Input!

This is a working document that will be regularly updated on our website. We welcome your input to improve this
resource for other teachers.
http://kohalacenter/hi-meet
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Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards
This program fits both the Common Core and Next Generation Science Standards in supporting students’ critical
thinking about real issues, developing communication skills, using professional tools, and real-world problem
solving about local environmental issues. Additionally, field science projects will help students further develop their
sense of place.
The following sections list some of the standards that could be most easily applied to field science research projects.
We have not included all of the standards that could be applied to field projects but a sample of those that are
clearly aligned.

Common Core

The English Language Arts Standards address:
• Speaking and Listening Skills Development
• Literacy in Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects
http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/RST/6-8/
Math Standards: Includes Statistics and Probability:
6th grade: Develop understanding of statistical variability.
Summarize and describe distributions.
th
7 grade: Use random sampling to draw inferences about a population.
Draw informal comparative inferences about two populations.
8th grade: Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data.
High school Common Core Math Statistics and Probability Overview:
Interpreting Categorical and Quantitative Data:
• Summarize, represent, and interpret data on a single count or measurement variable
• Summarize, represent, and interpret data on two categorical and quantitative variables
• Interpret linear models
•
Making Inferences and Justifying Conclusions
• Understand and evaluate random processes underlying statistical experiments
• Make inferences and justify conclusions from sample surveys, experiments, and observational studies
Conditional Probability and the Rules of Probability
• Understand independence and conditional probability and use them to interpret data
• Use the rules of probability to compute probabilities of compound events in a uniform probability model
Using Probability to Make Decisions
• Calculate expected values and use them to solve problems
• Use probability to evaluate outcomes of decisions
Mathematical Practices
• Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
• Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
• Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
• Model with mathematics.
• Use appropriate tools strategically.
• Attend to precision.
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•
•

Look for and make use of structure.
Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.
(Common Core State Standards Initiative. 2016)

Next Generations Science Standards (NGSS)

We have simply listed the Practices below (not the standards) to show alignment.
NGSS Practices that relate to Field Projects:
1. Asking Questions and Defining Problems
2. Developing and Using Models
3. Planning and Carrying out Investigations
4. Analyzing and Interpreting Data
5. Using Mathematics and Computational Thinking
6. Constructing Explanations and Designing Solutions
7. Engaging in Argument from Evidence
8. Obtaining, Evaluating, and Communicating Information
(NGSS Lead States. 2013)

Planning

1. Support
a. It’s critical to secure your principal’s support.
b. Enlist volunteers: parents, other teachers, and specialists in your research field of interest.
c. It’s a great idea to have a teacher partner at school with you.
d. Work with an organization as a partner that can assist you to coordinate the field experience and
provide technical knowledge.
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2. Partnerships
“My biggest suggestion would be to seek help and make connections with nearby organizations.
A teacher doesn’t have to do everything independently.
Once a connection is made with a nearby organizer or expert, it really becomes
about facilitating an experience. Through facilitating experiences such as these
the teacher will also learn to become more independent, if desired, in the future.”
– Mahina Patterson, middle school teacher, Kanu o ka ‘Āina New Century Public Charter School
a. Investigate your area for environmental organizations, non-profits, etc. that can assist you with your
project.
b. Know the opportunities available in your area: network, connect with new organizations to partner
with in the future, know where to go that people can assist you.
c. Find organizations that have their own programs they can bring into the classroom and on a field
trip so it’s less work for you. You should also help with planning to make sure the project fits into
your curriculum/standards.
d. Find educators who come into the classroom to prepare students for field trips and provide
background information.
e. Sign up for programs that can assist you with access to local resources and support.
f. Create a list of resource people and places to go that are a good fit for schools. These relationships
can then be developed for future years of working together on projects. Some examples for Hawai‘i
Island include (see Resources list for contact information):
i. Cheyenne Perry, Mauna Kea Watershed Alliance
ii. Melanie Dudley, Pu‘u Wa‘awa‘a
iii. Lehua Alapai, Ka‘ūpūlehu Dryland Forest
iv. Kamuela Meheula, Aloha Kuamo‘o ‘Āina (S. Kona coast)
v. Bryce Masuda, ‘Alalā Bird Sanctuary (Keauhou Bird Conservation Center Discovery Forest)
vi. Franny Brewer, Big Island Invasive Species Advisory Committee
vii. Kahalu‘u Bay Education Center
viii. Chris Peters, The Nature Conservancy, Kīholo Bay
ix. Lance Tominaga, Three Mountain Alliance
x. Jackson Bauer, Nā Ala Hele
g. Go to places where there is an expert who can meet you and teach the students.
h. Seek out opportunities for citizen science participation so students can participate in authentic, realworld learning experiences.
i. There are so many resources out there: do some research. If you don’t find curriculum and lesson
plans, there are always people out there who can help. If you don’t know what you’re doing initially,
not a problem! (See Resources list)
j. It can be a valuable experience to go to a far-away place, but staying in your school neighborhood is
equally and even more valuable to connect students to their place.
k. Make sure you and your students are prepared and that parents know what they have to bring. Make
sure students understand that they won’t be allowed on field trips without proper clothes.
l. Service learning: consider finding projects that incorporate service learning to provide students with
other types of experiences that contribute to community well-being (e.g., not just the same weeding
work you’ve been doing).
m. Go on field trips with other classes to share from each other’s experiences and skills. For example,
one teacher doesn’t have experience with ocean studies, so would partner with someone who could
provide that education to her students.
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3. Evaluation: It may seem like more work, but evaluating your program can improve the program for future
years and help justify getting out of the classroom to your administrators. Prepare for program evaluation
before you start your project. Decide what type of evaluation you want to use: do you want qualitative
(descriptive) and/or qualitative (numbers) data? what do you want to evaluate exactly (what students have
learned?; attitude changes towards science?; etc.).
Here is a great online resource to get you started: My Environmental Education Evaluation Resource
Assistant (MEERA, http://meera.snre.umich.edu).
a. Pre-test and Post-test: Consider doing a simple pre-test before you start this project so you can retest after the project is over to measure any improvements in student learning.
b. Process Evaluation: A simple student survey after sections of your project can help you refine your
program while you’re implementing it to better reach your goals (see Appendix 5).
c. Post-field Trip Evaluation Form: Have students complete an evaluation at the end of the project to
determine what they gained from the experience (see Appendix 6).
d. Post-field Trip Test: To test change in student knowledge.
e. Focus Group Questions: Interview student groups about the experience to understand the impacts
of the project from their perspective.
4. Curriculum and Standards Alignment: Aligning the field project with the state and national standards
is so important. Have the evidence to show how you addressed the standards during the field science trip.
Aligning your project with the standards will give students a better foundation for performing well in
classroom settings, on standardized tests, and justify your work to administrators.
a. Understand where to find the standards online and how to use them. Decide how to communicate
the standards alignment to others.
b. Find the experiences that you think will align with your grade-level standards and what you are
trying to teach.
c. Try to connect science standards and curriculum in field projects. Consider incorporating other
subject areas for a more interdisciplinary focus.
d. Choose your project subject matter based on what you are comfortable with or interested in (e.g.,
climate change, botany, plant identification, coral reefs, etc.)
e. Involve students in the planning process to decide where to go.
f. You don’t need to come up with a whole new curriculum for the school year. You should be able to
find a field trip to fit into your current curriculum.
g. Consider the larger expectations of your particular school and include those components into field
trip planning (e.g., cultural traditions, language, STEM, etc.).
h. Your first year trying to align with Next Generation Science Standards may be difficult – go for it
anyway!
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Preparing Students for Field Research

1. Spend some time with students learning about scientific inquiry, methodology, variables (dependent/
independent/control); show them examples of research projects and let them try to figure out what the
question, hypothesis, variables, etc. were.
2. Discuss topics to get them interested in the field study site/project (e.g., ecology, human impact, invasive
species, watersheds, marine ecology).
3. Take them on an exploratory field trip before they formulate their testable questions. Let them ask potential
questions with your guidance.
4. Show them how to research the literature and hopefully interview kūpuna about the historical and cultural
context of their study area and species of interest. They should be experts on their topic even before data
collection.
5. Invite speakers to come to your class to help prepare students for field trip content.
6. Research Project Planning
a. Big Essential questions: refers to core concepts, principles, and theories in a field of study.
“An essential question:
• Has no right or wrong answer; it is meant to be argued
• Is designed to provoke and sustain student inquiry
• Addresses the conceptual or philosophical foundations of a field of study
• Raises other important questions
• Naturally and appropriately recurs throughout a discipline
• Stimulates ongoing rethinking of big ideas, assumptions, and prior lessons
Essential questions in Science:
• How do you study the unobservable?
• Can everything be known scientifically?” (New Hanover County Schools, 2016)
• What makes objects move the way they do?
• How are structure and function related in living things?
• Why and how do scientific theories change?
• How can we best measure what we cannot directly see?
• How do we decide what to believe about a scientific claim? (ASCD, 2013)
b. Explore some questions your students have about the project site or an environmental issue.
c. Decide if you want students to work in small groups, as individuals, or together on one project for the
entire class.
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7. Decide what type of field investigation your students want to explore:
a. Descriptive field investigations involve describing and/or quantifying parts of a natural system.
b. Comparative field investigations involve collecting data on different populations/organisms, or under
different conditions (e.g., times of year, locations), to make a comparison.
c. Correlative field investigations involve measuring or observing two variables and searching for a
relationship. (See Field Investigations, 2007 for more details)
8. Have each piece of the research project due in small steps (i.e., first question, hypothesis and variables,
introduction, literature cited, blank data sheets, materials and methodology, data tables, figures and results,
title, abstract and discussion, draft paper, final paper, class presentations).
9. Create a field trip behavior management plan. Address this plan before you go to have clear expectations for
behavior. Prepare students ahead of time with clear behavioral expectations and consequences for the field
trip. Emphasize what is culturally appropriate behavior for the field study site.
10. Practice field research activities and field sampling techniques on the school property or nearby park before
going out into the field.
Sample Lessons (see Appendices for sample lessons)
a. Ask “I wonder” questions (Harrison, 2015)
b. One-hour Literature Review: have students conduct a one-hour literature review on a specific topic
(provides enough but not too much information on the subject) (Harrison, 2015)
c. Testable Questions
d. Transect Line practice
e. Quadrat Sampling practice
f. M&M Sampling research
g. Introduction to Watersheds
Safety
1. Visit the site first to be sure it is accessible and safe for a student group visit.
2. Consider having a Safety and First Aid workshop for students so everyone is prepared for fieldwork
(especially for schools who work outside on a regular basis).
3. Have emergency contact information ready.
4. Bring a first aid kit.
5. Have a bad weather backup plan and meeting site designated.
6. Bring cell phones and make sure all chaperones have each other’s and leaders’ cell phone numbers.
7. Make sure everyone can get to a safe place in case of an emergency.
Logistics and Administrative Details
Consider having field experiences on campus to keep things simple (e.g., gardens, vermiculture, compost area,
garden box). Are there field trip sites you can walk to? Start small so you feel more comfortable. It’s easier to do
projects on campus because it can be difficult to take kids off campus and challenging to get permission forms back
from the students.
1. Transportation: Ideally your school has its own buses or vans that can be used to make field trips easier to
plan. Buses need to be budgeted for and scheduled at least two weeks in advance.
2. Permission Slips, Consent, and Emergency Forms: Permission slips need to be created and handed out at
least two weeks prior to the field trip to ensure they are returned on time.
3. Attire: Reminders to students about proper attire and what to bring: lunch, water, sunscreen, rain gear,
sneakers, hat, bug repellent. You may suggest that students wear a red or school shirt (for example) so they
can be seen easily on the field trip.
4. Group sizes, Rotations, and Scheduling: The smaller the groups, the better, and the more adult leaders
(coworkers, school partners, parents, etc.) you can recruit to assist will help the students get the most out
of the experience. A maximum of ten students per leader is ideal if you can garner teaching helpers. One
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teacher had former students come back to help with the end-of-the-year overnight field trip. Smaller groups
can incur less damage to the environment while certain locations may limit visitors to small groups.
a. Groups: Pre-assign student groups and van groups to assure the best working teams.
b. Rotations: 30-45 minutes at least for each activity depending on the age group and subject matter.
Allow 5-10 minutes for travel and gear set up between each rotation. For snorkeling, 75 minutes per
snorkel group is ideal so they can complete data sheets, compile, and analyze data in the field.
c. Schedule: Create a schedule for the field trip so each leader knows when to rotate and how much
time for each session.
5. Field Research Supplies: Some helpful tools to bring/purchase/borrow:
a. Clipboards, pencils
b. Large measuring tapes (transect tapes)
c. Camera
d. Quadrats
e. Calipers (for measuring plants)
f. Waterproof paper
g. Soil thermometers, air thermometers
h. Soil and water chemistry tests (e.g., YSI for water testing)
i. Field notebooks to show principal evidence of what students learned on field trips
6. Marine Research
Swimming Activities and Lifeguard Requirements – Check with your school about its requirements. The
following guidelines are from the Hawaii Department of Education (HIDOE): “All participants, including
chaperones, shall receive appropriate water safety instruction. At least one adult supervisor should be at the
site to oversee the entire activity and shall not have students to chaperone. At least one certified lifeguard or
equivalent person shall be present during the activity.” HIDOE Boating Activity Guidelines include a list of
what is recommended and required.
The following adult:student ratio is recommended:
Grades K-3 1:4
Grades 4-6 1:6
Grades 7-12 1:10
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Field Trip Day

“As a teacher, it’s not so important to be the best. You can’t control everything.
Go with the flow. The experience is what’s most important.
It’s not important to know everything, part of the experience is to learn together.”
– Mahina Patterson, Kanu o ka ‘Āina New Century Public Charter School
“Have patience and collect good data.”
– Waimea Middle School student
1. Properly train group leaders on their responsibilities ahead of time. Make sure they know the names and
number of students in their group.
2. Make sure each group leader has the necessary safety and emergency information for their students.
3. Be sure all adults and group leaders understand and are willing to enforce the agreed-upon behavior
expectations and consequences.
4. Orient students to the site, safety issues, bathrooms, and schedule for the day.
5. Engage in any appropriate cultural protocol as an entire group before splitting up (e.g., oli).
6. Field Equipment Management:
a. Consider organizing field tools in separate bucket or tubs for each activity
b. Make sure to label all supplies with teacher name and # of item (e.g., #25 of 30 clipboards). Use a
Sharpie or other labeling tool.
c. Laminate anything you want to reuse (paper ID pages or data pages).
d. Use waterproof paper in case of rain or for marine projects. There is a difference between Rite in
Rain water-resistant and waterproof paper. Be sure of which is most appropriate for your type of
fieldwork.
e. Student groups should be responsible for any field equipment to be used by each. This should be
listed before use and accounted for after use. Students should also be responsible to clean/neaten any
equipment used (allow time for this).
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Follow-up from Field Trip
1. Thank you emails or notes: Notes from students are especially nice to send helpers/presenters.
2. Data review and analysis: It may take some time to explore different data analysis options for your research
projects. Some high school students used t-test, others used counting, made graphs, etc. See examples of
student research projects in Appendix 5-6. See Statistics for Dummies for data analysis recommendations.
3. Report Writing: An important part of the scientific process is to write up the results of your research. This
includes:
a. Introduction (including question, hypothesis, and background information)
b. Materials
c. Methods
d. Results
e. Discussion
f. References
See examples of student research reports in Appendices 7-8
4. Research Project Presentation: Public speaking is a critical skill for students to
develop. Practice giving presentations in your classroom and then provide opportunities for students to
present to the entire school and to other schools. The Kohala Center organized a symposium at which
students presented to other school groups. This proved to be a very rich experience for the students to learn
from each other, gain confidence, and experience presenting in front of a large and new audience.
• Partner on projects with other schools: This might be possible if another organization can coordinate
collaboration on a joint project. For example, middle school students made a model of the water
cycle and presented it to preschool and elementary school students. Eighth graders were able to teach
what they learned while the other grades were also learning about the water cycle.
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Hawai‘i Island Resource List
This is the beginning of a field science resources list for field sites and classroom presenters. We will continue to
update this list online.
Field Trip Site/Speaker

Organization/Activities

Kahalu‘u Bay Education Center

The Kohala Center, ReefTeach,
tidepool investigations, snorkel
surveys

Kīholo Bay

Pu‘u Wa‘awa‘a

Ka‘ūpūlehu Dryland Forest
Mauna Kea Watershed

The Nature Conservancy,
Fish pond restoration

DOFAW – DLNR,
Plant endangered trees

Forest site visit and restoration
projects

Mauna Kea Watershed Alliance

Volcanoes National Park and
other sites in Three Mountain
Alliance

Three Mountain Alliance

Kohala Watershed volunteer
work and forest visits

Kohala Watershed Partnership

‘Alalā Bird Sanctuary

Keauhou Bird Conservation
Center Discovery Forest - San
Diego Zoo Global

Big Island Invasive Species
Committee

Aloha Kuamo‘o ‘Āina
Nā Ala Hele

Trail restoration

Contact/Phone

Email

Ilene Grossman,
808-785-2355

igrossman@kohalacenter.org

Rebecca Most,
808-741-4584

rmost@tnc.org
christopher.peters@tnc.org

Chris Peters,
850-559-8107

nature.org/hawaii

Melanie Dudley,
808-854-2608
Tabetha Block, permit
officer for federal permit
office
Need a permit to visit site
and do research or planting
there.

napuuconservation@gmail.com
tabethaablock@fs.fed.us

Lehua Alapai,
808-781-4421

lehuaalapai@gmail.com

Lance Tominaga,
Natural Resource
Management Specialist
mobile: 808-937-4415
office: 808-985-6093

mrltominaga@gmail.com

Cheyenne Hiapo Perry,
Coordinator
mobile: 808-937-5170
office: 808-933-0622
fax: 808-974-4255

chperry@hawaii.edu

Cody Dwight,
Coordinator
808-443-2761
fax: 808-885-6707

kohalacenter.org

Franny Kinslow Brewer,
Communications
Director
808-933-3340
mobile: 808-987-0620

fbrewer@hawaii.edu
biisc@hawaii.edu
www.biisc.org

Facebook.com/TheKohalaCenter

bmasuda@sandiegozoo.org
Bryce Masuda,
Conservation Program
Manager,
Hawai‘i Endangered Bird
Conservation Program

Kamuela Meheula

akmeheula@gmail.com

jackson.m.bauer@hawaii.gov
Jackson Bauer, Hawai‘i
Island Nā Ala Hele Trails
and Access Specialist
808-217-7732
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Stream water quality testing and UH Sea Grant College Program Maria ‘Didi’ Derval Diaz- http://seagrant.soest.hawaii.edu/
native plant restoration
Lyke,
Wai‘ula‘ula Watershed
mddiaz@hawaii.edu
Project
State Parks: Kalōpā State Park,
Lapakahi State Park, Hāpuna
Beach State Recreation Area

DLNR – State Parks

Fisheries management; fishing
education

DLNR – DAR

Marine sciences presentations
and field surveys

Mokupāpapa Discovery Center
Papahānaumokuākea Marine
National Monument (NOAA)

Barbless Hook and Fishing
Education Program

Eyes of the Reef Network

Division of Aquatic Resources
(DAR)

Dena Sedar,
Interpretive Program
Specialist
808-209-0977

dena.m.sedar@hawaii.gov

John Kahiapo

john.n.kahiapo@hawaii.gov

Nakoa Goo,
Discovery Center
Program Coordinator
808-933-8184

nakoa.goo@noaa.gov

sbwelch@hawaii.edu
Susannah Welch
Outreach & Education
Associate
Marine Wildlife Program
808-464-3473
fax: 808-961-9599

Lindsey Kramer, Hawai‘i http://eorhawaii.org
Island Coordinator,
Eyes of the Reef Network KramerKL@Hawaii.edu
Fish and Habitat
Monitoring Tech
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Appendix 1: Middle School Student Field Research Packet
Middle School Student Field Research Packet

Laura Jim’s 7th grade Biology class – Hawaii Preparatory Academy

Purpose to program: Through this program we will be able to conduct relevant outdoor
research experiences and field research activities that are aligned with Common Core
and Next Generation Science Standards. We will also develop an understanding of
watersheds (including their value), the water cycle, invasive and endemic species, and
field research techniques.
Schedule:
Pd.A
17 pax

Pd.B
11 pax

Pd.E
15 pax

Step 1a: First Class

Tuesday, Jan.26
12:40-1:50

Tuesday, Jan.26
2:00-3:10

Wednesday, Jan.27
9:30-10:40

Step 1b: Second Class

Thursday, Jan.28
10:50-12:00

Thursday, Jan.28
8:10-9:20

Friday, Jan.29
8:10-9:20

Step 2: Senses &
Observations Skills @
Nature Park
Step 3: Introduction to field
work @ Nature Park

Monday, Feb.1
8:10-9:20

Monday, Feb.1
9:30-10:40

Tuesday, Feb.2
8:10-9:20

Tuesday, Feb.2
12:40-1:50

Tuesday, Feb.2
2:00-3:10

Wednesday, Feb.3
9:30-10:40

Step 4: Day of research @
Kalopa State Park

Tuesday, Feb.16
8:10-3:10

Monday, February 15
8:10-3:10

Wednesday, Feb.17
8:10-3:10

Presentation Topics
First Class
1. Review of watershed through interactive activity & review
2. How does water move around the earth?
3. What is special about Hawai’i’s watersheds? How do they differ from elsewhere?
4. Why are there so many endemic organisms in Hawai’i? (Hawai’i’s isolation)
Second Class
1. Hawai’i’s most common endemic organisms
2. Other visitors to our forests
3. Biodiversity: What is it? Is it important?
Field Trip 1 Opening our senses
Field Trip 2 Fieldwork techniques
First Class
Today’s Goals:
• Review information about watersheds.
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• Learn about the water cycle
• Determine the uniqueness of Hawai’i’s watersheds and their importance.
BEFORE YOU BEGIN THIS, PLEASE RECORD THE DATES NOTED ABOVE IN
YOUR PLANNER! Also, just FYI: If you go to Haiku on this assignment you will find
the links to all the websites listed here!
1. Record what you remember from the presentation Ms.Didi gave about watersheds.
Do NOT go back to your notes. This is intended merely as a check-in to see what
you remember!

2. How does water move around the Earth? Using an image draw (what you think)
where water goes on this earth. Label as much as you can.

STEP 1: Go to the following website: http://water.usgs.gov/edu/watershed.html
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A. Define a watershed.

B. What is the size of a watershed?

C. Explain briefly the statement: “A watershed is a precipitation calculator”

STEP 2: Go to the following website:
http://oceanexplorer.noaa.gov/edu/learning/player/lesson07.html
A. Click on the water cycle video. Record notes below but do NOT draw the water
cycle. You will do that next.

STEP 3: Go to the following website http://water.usgs.gov/edu/watercycle.html
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A. Draw and label the water cycle as shown. Color it too but leave room next to the
terms so that you can add information (next task)! You can turn the paper
sideways if you prefer!

B. Click on the “interactive website” on the far right (see image here) AND record
information about the various terms offered on the drawing above. You will
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obviously need to simplify things and not everything will have content. Please
add “fog drip” into your cycle as well.

Fog drip is water dripping to the ground during fog. It occurs
when water droplets from the fog adhere to the needles or
leaves of trees or other objects, coalesce into larger drops and
then drop to the ground.[1]
Fog drip can be an important source of moisture in areas of
low rainfall, or in areas that are seasonally dry.

C. Looking at the water cycle, how do you think Hawai’i’s water cycle is different
than this “typical” water cycle. List some ways in which they are different.

D. Talk to another student about your ideas. Collect his/her signature below
documenting you had a conversation.

STEP 4: Go to the following website: http://hawp.org/forested-watersheds-and-culturalresources/
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A. Read the following information and explain why trees are necessary for the
hydrologic cycle.
B. Watch the video titled “Why Watersheds Matter” and record notes below.
Choose, in your opinion, the top 6.
Importance
Explanation

B. What does Hahai nō ka ua i ka ulu lā’au mean? Using the above information
and the translation in the reading, try to truly explain this proverb.

C. Read down to the Hawaiian proverbs that demonstrate the importance of
forests on the Hawaiian culture. Choose your favorite proverb and rewrite it
in Hawaiian and English here.

STEP 5: Go to the following website: http://hawp.org/why-watersheds-matter/
A. What is the value of watersheds? Make some guesses here!
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B. Watch the video titled “Why Watersheds Matter” and record notes below.
Choose, in your opinion, the top 6.
Importance
Explanation
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FIELD TRIP 1
Opening your senses
You will spread away from your friends and lay quietly.

1. Take 5 minutes to observe the environment around you using all your senses.
You will here a “ding” to start and end this time.
2. Take 5 minutes to record the to write five statements. You will hear a double ding
to start and end this time. These must start with one of the following:
• I felt…
• I saw…
• I heard…
• I touched…
• I smelled…

3. Come back together (without talking) and we will share one comment from each
person. Choose wisely & star the one you recorded up above.
4. After sharing your one observation, extend it by adding a wonder statement.
Record this here:
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I wonder….

4. Is this “wonder statement” a testable question? Why or why not?

If you said no go to question 5. If you said yes go to question 6.

5. Please alter your wonder statement to make it be a testable question.

6. Give a VERY BRIEF explanation of an experiment you could perform to test your
wonder statement.
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Name ________________________
Pd. _____________

Introduction to Sampling
M & Ms
Problem: How can we determine the abundance of each color of M & Ms
in the bag?

1. How many “species” of M & Ms are there in this bag? Create a hypothesis of
how abundant each species is! Choose percentages.
Species

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

% predicted
abundance
2. What would be the best way to figure this out if you have limited time?

Receives samples
3. Now, determine % based on your one sample.
Species

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

% predicted
abundance
% abundance
(1 sample set)
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4. Together we will record everyone’s sample quantities on the table below.
Find the % of each species.
Team #

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

1
2
3
4
5
Total
% abundance ____
samples

5. Compare and contrast the percent abundance for your hypothesis, the value
determined based on one sample and the value determined from ____ samples.
Species

Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

% predicted
abundance
% abundance (1
sample set)
% abundance
( __ sample sets)
In science research, experimenter bias occurs when experimenter expectancies
regarding study results bias the research outcome.[99] Examples of experimenter bias
include conscious or unconscious influences on subject behavior including creation
of demand characteristics that influence subjects, and altered or selective recording of
experimental results themselves.

6. Give some examples of bias that did or could occur with this type of
experiment.
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Field Trip #2
QUADRAT & TRANSECT ACTIVITIES
How, Where & Why We Do Sampling!
We often collect data “in the field” which could
mean underwater, in a forest, in a cave, on a reef,
or even the moon! Two essential methods to
gather ecological information in a standardized
way are: Transect Sampling (using a single line)
and Quadrat Sampling (counted within a grid).
These sampling methods provide more accurate
data than random sampling or simply guessing,
but they take less time than counting every
specimen in a certain area. Sampling helps us
estimate & compare!

What is a transect?
A transect is simply a line (could be
a tangible line or not) we stretch
over an area we want to study. The
line must have regular
measurements marked off, like a
tape measure, & is held straight &
stationary.

Practice with a Transect!

1. As a group we will determine the best place to lay our transect lines. In the interest
of time, we will use the following categories for this activity. The last one is a
category of your choosing.
G = grass

R = rock

L = leaf matter

O = other vegetation

D = Bare dirt
=
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Experimental Question: What is the main ground cover at Ulu La’au?
Procedure: Lay your transect line out 30 meters. After having laid down a transect line,
count the ground cover found under the line at each meter. Do not count anything on
the ground that is not situated on a meter transect point even if it’s just an inch away
AND there can only be one ground cover identified at each point.
Meter #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Item
Meter #
Item
Meter #
Item

Table 1. # incidents of surface over 30 meter transect line and their percentages.
# Incidents / 30 m

Percentage

Grass (G)
Leaf matter (L)
Rock (R)
Other Vegetation (O)
Bare dirt (D)
(
Total

)
30

Questions:
1. How did the transect line help you be random in your sampling?
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2. Do you feel that the data you collected is valid enough to truly determine the
main ground cover at Ulu La’au. Provide a reasoning for your response.

3. How could you improve the accuracy of your data?

Practice with a quadrat!
Using a quadrat
Taking samples systematically will
enable you to truly define the
abundance of something, its
percent cover, etc.

Experimental Question: What is the frequency with which dandelion, clover, grass, and
other is found on the grassy area at Ulu La’au?

1. VISUAL ESTIMATION – First, estimate the frequency of dandelions, clover, grass
and “other” is found on the grassy area at Ulu La’au. Note: Estimate means take your
best guess!
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2. QUADRAT ESTIMATION: Next, use your quadrat to estimate more accurately.
Place your quadrat with the top left corner at the 1m mark of your transect line. At
the intersection point for each line (just stay in the inside) identify the organism.
Write this down as a tally. Re-position your quadrat at 5m, 10m, 15m, 20m, 25m and
30m. Record your results here and you should have a total of 16 tallies for each
quadrat.
Table 2. Frequency of dandelion, clover, grass and “other” at Ulu La’au’s grassy area
using 7 m2 quadrats.
Quadrat 1

Quadrat 2

Quadrat 3

Quadrat 4

Quadrat 5

Quadrat 6

Quadrat 7

1m

5m

10m

15m

20m

25m

30m

Dandelion
Clover
Grass
Other

Table 3. Percent frequency of dandelion, clover, grass, and “other” at Ulu La’au’s
grassy area.

% frequency
Dandelion
Clover
Grass
Other
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Final Review
1. Which visual estimation method – transect sampling or quadrat sampling– do you
think is better to estimate percent cover of sample populations? Think about how
reliable the data is and whether or not there could have been error.

2. Was there any bias in any of our sampling protocols? Think about randomization
that did or did not occur.

IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS

Transect Sampling – counted on points of a single line
Quadrat Sampling – counted on points of a grid
Transect Point – measured distance on a transect line
Reliable – yielding the same results in different experiments or studies
Intercept Point or point intercept – where 2 lines of a quadrat cross
Percent cover – portion of a total area 1 species covers at a specific site
Error – Statistical error is caused by random (unpredictable or unintentional) variation in
making a measurement, whereas systematic error is caused by an unknown. If the
cause of the systematic error can be identified, then it can usually be eliminated.
Such errors can also be referred to as uncertainties
Bias – a personal preference that causes unfair judgment. In science, a sampling error
caused by systematically favoring some outcomes over others.
Randomization – the making of random arrangement in order to control the variables
in an experiment
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Field Trip #3

HI-MEET Field Trip & “Products” Overall Plan:
Introduction
I am very excited to spend some time at Kalopa with you. As part of your work
at Kalopa you will be completing two items. The first is a field research project
(of your choosing). While at Kalopa you and a partner will be developing and
executing a project of your choosing. You will have about 4 hours to do this in.
The second part is an “other” product you will work on independently. You will
see options below of what you can choose from but know that you will be
collecting some items while at Kalopa. For example, if you are choosing to
make a short video you would need a video camera. I will be bringing all the
media items I have.
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Calendar of Various Items
Think about
plan for “other”
product

Trip to Kalopa

Pds. A& B

Pd.E

Thur., Feb.4

Fri., Feb.5

Tue.,
Feb.16

Mon.,
Feb. 15

Wed., Feb.17

“Other”
product due

Thur., Feb.25

Fri., Feb.26

Scientific paper
due

Thur., March 3

Fri., March 4

Video, Photo ID Key, My Hawai’I Story Contest,
Other?
At Kalopa you will be developing an experiment, and
completing your research. You will also be given
time to work on your “other” project by writing,
collecting images, etc.
Complete your “other” product using media or
knowledge you collected on the trip. You will have
class time and homework time to work on this.
Complete a scientific paper of your findings. See the
rubric included. You will have class time and
homework time to work on this.

Items to bring
You MUST be prepared on our day to Kalopa.
Please take time to write this into your planner now:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

raingear
backpack
filled water bottle (at least one)
lunch (no pre-paid available)
warm clothes
long pants and long shirt (mosquito prevention)
closed toe walking shoes
sun protection
science notebook
writing implements (pen, pencil, et.)
technology (optional)
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Explanation on “Other” Product
In celebration of our time in Kalopa, you are expected to complete a product of the
experience. I have created three options for you though you can propose another
option that has not been listed. These are just options.
Option 1: Video of Kalopa
Create a video of Kalopa. You will need to introduce the area, discuss points of interest,
and share the history of Kalopa. Images should be the driving force of your video.
Option 2: Video of Research
Create a video of your research completed at Kalopa. With the help of your partner(s)
share your experimental question, your research methods, and your findings.
Option 3: Photo ID Book
Create a photo ID key that includes at least 15 native plants of Kalopa. You will then
create a book that provides, for each organism, at least one photo, an explanation
on its size, coloration, location, etc., and its various names (scientific, common,
Hawaiian, etc.).
Option 4: My Hawai’i Story Contest
Create a poem or story (1000 words or less) that addresses the theme “Planet at the
Crossroads.” This can not be an acrostic poem and you need to think about the
following:
• Your written piece must connect to the theme and to Hawai’i’s unique
environment.
• You express your ideas clearly.

•

Your written piece is creative and original. We need to hear YOU in it!
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“Other” Product
Option 1: Video of Kalopa
Create a video of Kalopa. You will need to introduce the area,
discuss points of interest, and share the history of Kalopa.
Images should be the driving force of your video.

Option 2: Video of Research
Create a video of your research completed at Kalopa. With the
help of your partner(s) share your experimental question,
your research methods, and your findings.

Option 3: Photo ID Book
Create a photo ID key that includes at least 15 native plants of
Kalopa. You will then create a book that provides, for each
organism, at least one photo, an explanation on its size,
coloration, location, etc., and its various names (scientific,
common, Hawaiian, etc.).

Option 4: My Hawai’i Story Contest
Create a poem or story (1000 words or less) that addresses the
theme “Planet at the Crossroads.” This can not be an
acrostic poem and you need to think about the following:
•
Your written piece must connect to the theme and to
Hawai’i’s unique environment.
•
You express your ideas clearly.
•
Your written piece is creative and original. We need to
hear YOU in it!

Tentative timing for the day
8:10 Meet at bus and prepare to depart
8:15-8:45 Drive to Kalopa
8:45-9:00 Acquaint to area & students share “other” project
plan with needs
9:00-9:30 Walk the nature trail & open senses
9:30-10:15 Develop project ideas, establish groups, create
“pre-experimentation” papers
10:15-11:30 Run Data Collection
11:30-12:00 Eat lunch & share initial findings
12:00-2:00 Finish data collection
2:15 Pack into van & head home!
3:00 Clean van & return materials

Scientific Field Research &
Scientific Paper
Steps to our field work
1. Open our senses to Kalopa’s
flaura (plants) and fauna
(animals) – plus any other living
or nonliving items of interest!
2. Develop an experimental
question that you would like to
research.
3. Locate a partner with shared
interest.
4. Develop one “pre-experimental
lab report” as a team.
5. Share your lab write-up with
Mrs. Jim or Auntie Ilene and
make adjustments as needed.
6. Complete your field research,
recording results into your
completed data tables.

7. Store your data for safe
keeping.

Available materials
Field guides
Transect tapes
Quadrats
Rope
Tape
Binoculars
Thermometer
Soil test kit
Magnifying glass
Bug cube
Sheet
Cameras & ipod
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“Other” Product
What is your “other” product? _____________________________
What do you need to get today?

Field Research Ideas:
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“Pre-Experimentation” Lab Write-up

Below is a template that you can complete your lab write-up into. Between you and your
partner you both have two of these templates. Use one of yours for a draft and the second one
as the final.

Is this your team’s draft or final? ________________________
Experimental Question

Hypothesis

Materials

Procedure
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Variables
Independent Variable

Dependent Variable

Constants

Results
Create data table(s) here!

Lab Report : HI-MEET Final Lab Report Rubric
Group Members: ________________________________________

Date _____________

+

/64 = ______ %
2

CATEGORY

4

3

1

Purpose

The purpose of the lab or
the question to be
answered during the lab is
clearly identified and
stated.

The purpose of the lab or
the question to be
answered during the lab is
identified, but is stated in
a somewhat unclear
manner.

The purpose of the lab or
the question to be
answered during the lab is
partially identified, and is
stated in a somewhat
unclear manner.

The purpose of the lab or
the question to be
answered during the lab
is erroneous or irrelevant.

Experimental
Hypothesis

Hypothesized relationship
between the variables and
the predicted results is
clear and reasonable based
on what has been studied.

Hypothesized relationship
between the variables and
the predicted results is
reasonable based on
general knowledge and
observations.

Hypothesized relationship
between the variables and
the predicted results has
been stated, but appears to
be based on flawed logic.

No hypothesis has been
stated.

Variables

All variables (independent,
dependent, and controlled)
are clearly described with
all relevant details.

All variables are clearly
described with most
relevant details.

Most variables are clearly
described with most
relevant details.

Materials

All materials used in the
experiment are clearly and
accurately described.

Almost all materials used
in the experiment are
clearly and accurately
described.

Variables are not
described OR the
majority lack sufficient
detail.

Most of the materials used
in the experiment are
accurately described.

Many materials are
described inaccurately
OR are not described at
all.

Experimental
Design

Experimental design is a
well-constructed test of the
stated hypothesis.

Experimental design is
adequate to test the
hypothesis, but leaves
some unanswered
questions.

Experimental design is
relevant to the hypothesis,
but is not a complete test.

Experimental design is
not relevant to the
hypothesis.
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Procedures appear to be
replicable. Steps are
outlined sequentially and
are adequately detailed.

Procedures appear to be
replicable. Steps are
outlined and are
adequately detailed.

All steps are outlined, but
there is not enough detail
to replicate procedures.

Several steps are not
outlined AND there is not
enough detail to replicate
procedures.

Results

Professional looking and
accurate representation of
the data in tables and/or
graphs. Graphs and tables
are labeled and titled with
all units.

Accurate representation of
the data in tables and/or
graphs. Graphs and tables
are labeled and titled.

Accurate representation of
the data in written form,
but no graphs or tables are
presented.

Data are not shown OR
are inaccurate.

Graphs

Clear, accurate graphs are
included and make the
experiment easier to
understand. They are
labeled neatly, titles and
accurately created.

Graph are included and
are labeled neatly and
accurately.

Graph are included and are
labeled but not titled.

Needed graphs are
missing OR are missing
important labels.

Discussion

Discussion includes
whether the findings
supported the hypothesis,
an answer to the question,
possible sources of error,
and what was learned from
the experiment.

Discussion includes
whether the findings
supported the hypothesis,
an answer to your
question is provide, and
what was learned from the
experiment.

Discussion includes what
was learned from the
experiment.

No Discussion was
included in the report OR
shows little effort and
reflection.

Conclusion

You clearly and concisely
critique the experience at
Kalopa as well as your
experiment itself.

You critique the
experience at Kalopa as
well as your experiment
itself.

You minimally critique the
experience at Kalopa as
well as your experiment
itself.

Report illustrates an
accurate and thorough
understanding of scientific
concepts underlying the
lab. All aspects of the
report demonstrate a clear
grasp of sampling, your
topic, etc.

You do not clearly and
concisely critique the
experience at Kalopa as
well as your experiment
itself.

Report illustrates an
accurate understanding of
most scientific concepts
underlying the lab.

Report illustrates a limited
understanding of scientific
concepts underlying the
lab.

Report illustrates
inaccurate understanding
of scientific concepts
underlying the lab.

One or fewer errors in
spelling, punctuation and
grammar in the report.

Two or three errors in
spelling, punctuation and
grammar in the report.

Four errors in spelling,
punctuation and grammar
in the report.

More than 4 errors in
spelling, punctuation and
grammar in the report.

Lab report is typed and
uses headings and
subheadings to visually
organize the material.

Lab report is neatly
handwritten and uses
headings and subheadings
to visually organize the
material.

Lab report is neatly written
or typed, but formatting
does not help visually
organize the material.

Lab report is handwritten
and looks sloppy with
cross-outs, multiple
erasures and/or tears and
creases.

Replicability

Scientific
Concepts

Spelling,
Punctuation
and Grammar
Appearance/
Organization
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Appendix 2: High School: Sampling Techniques
Sampling Techniques
Adapted from www.usc.edu/org/cosee-west
www.habitats.freeserve.co.uk/howto.htm

Please take notes from the reading below. You should create an outline (not
more than one page) and include the important information. I recommend
highlighting the reading itself first.
How, Where, and Why Scientists Do Sampling!
Scientists often collect data “in the field” which could mean underwater, in a forest, in a
cave, on a reef or even the moon! Two essential methods to gather ecological
information in a standardized way are: Transect Sampling (using a single line) and
Quadrat Sampling (counted within a grid). These sampling methods provide more
accurate data than random sampling or simply guessing, but they take less time than
counting every specimen in a certain area. Sampling helps us estimate and compare!
Transect Sampling
A transect is simply a line we stretch over a study area. The line needs regular
measurements marked off, like a tape measure. It is held straight and stationary.

advancedscienceresearchmethods.blogspot. 1

advancedscienceresearchmethods.blogspot. 2

Quadrat Sampling
The usual sampling unit is a quadrat. Quadrats normally consist of a square frame, the
most frequently used size being one squared meter. The purpose of using a quadrat is
to enable comparable samples to be obtained from areas of consistent size and shape.
Rectangular quadrats and even circular quadrats have been used in many surveys. It
does not really matter what shape a quadrat is used, provided it is a standard sampling
unit and its shape and measurements are stated in any report.
Choice of quadrat size depends to a large extent on the type of survey being conducted.
For instance, it would be difficult to gain any meaningful results using a .5 m2 quadrat
study of a woodland canopy. The pattern of distribution of species should also be
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considered when deciding on quadrat size, because different results will be obtained
using different quadrat sizes, depending on whether individuals are regularly distributed,
randomly distributed, or clustered together in patches. (It may be difficult to decide if
there is a pattern of distribution).
Vocabulary
• Transect Sampling – counted on points of a single line
•

Quadrat Sampling – counted on points of a grid or within the quadrat area

•

Transect Point – measured distance on a transect line

•

Reliable – yielding the same results in different experiments or studies

•

Intercept Point or point intercept – where 2 lines of a quadrat cross

•

Percent cover – portion of a total area 1 species covers at a specific site

•

Bias – a personal preference that causes unfair judgment. In science, a
sampling error caused by systematically favoring some outcomes over others.

•

Randomization – the making of random arrangement in order to control the
variable

Methods of sampling
A. Random
Random sampling is usually carried out when the area under study is very large,
or there is limited time available. When using random sampling techniques, large
numbers of samples/records are taken from different positions within the habitat. A
quadrat frame is most often used for this type of sampling. The frame is placed on the
ground (or on whatever is being investigated) and the animals, and/ or plants inside it
counted, measured, or collected, depending on what the survey is for. This is done
many times at different points within the habitat to give a large number of different
samples.
In the simplest form of random sampling, the
quadrat is thrown to fall at ‘random’ within the site.
However, this is usually unsatisfactory because a personal
element enters into the throwing and it is rarely completely
random. True randomness is an important element in
ecology, because statistics are widely used to process the
results of sampling. Many of the common statistical
techniques used are only valid on data that is truly
randomly collected. It must also be noted that this
technique would only be possible if quadrats of small size
were being used. It would be impossible to throw anything
larger than a 1m2 quadrat and even this might pose
problems.

www.kscience.co.uk
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B. Systematic
Systematic sampling is when samples are taken at fixed intervals, usually a long a line.
This normally involves doing transects.

Line Transect Method
A transect line can be made using a nylon rope marked and numbered at .5 m or 1m
intervals, all the way along its length. This is laid across the area you wish to study.
The position the transect line is very important and depends on a multitude of factors
including the boundaries of the environment you are testing, the subject you are
studying, and your time frame!
A line transect is carried out by unrolling the transect line along the gradient identified.
The species touching the line may be recorded along the whole length of the line
(continuous sampling). Alternatively, the presence, or absence of species at each
marked point is recorded (systematic sampling). If the slope, soil type, etc. along the
transect line is measured as well, the results can then be inserted onto this profile.

Belt Transect Method
This is similar to the line transect method but gives information on abundance as well as
presence, or absence of species. It may be considered as a widening of the line transect
to form a continuous belt, or series of quadrats.
In this method, the transect line is laid out across the area to be surveyed and a quadrat
is placed on the first marked point on the line. The plants and/or animals inside the
quadrat are then identified and their abundance estimated. Animals can be counted (if
they will sit still!), or collected, while it is usual to estimate the percentage cover of plant
species. Cover is the area of the quadrat occupied by the above-ground parts of a
species when viewed from above. The canopies of the plants inside the quadrat will
often overlap each other, so the total percentage cover of plants in a single quadrat will
frequently add up to more than 100%.
Quadrats are sampled all the way down the transect line, at each marked point on the
line, or at some other predetermined interval (or even randomly) if time is short. It is
important that the same person should do the estimations of cover in each quadrat,
because the estimation is likely to vary from person to person. If different people
estimate percentage cover in different quadrats, then an element of personal variation is
introduced which will lead to less accurate results. The height of plants in the quadrat
can be recorded and the biomass of plants can also be measured by harvesting all the
plants inside the quadrat and then weighing either fresh, or dry weight in the laboratory.
This is obviously a very destructive method of sampling which could not be used too
often in the same place. Sampling should always be as least destructive as possible and
you should try not to trample an area too much when carrying out your survey.
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Appendix 3: Middle and High School:
Introduction to Sampling M & Ms
Name _____________________ Block ___

Date _________

Introduction to Sampling
M & Ms
Problem: How can we determine the abundance of each
color of M & Ms in the bag?
1. Can we count all individuals of a given species at a site? Why or why not?

2. What does the term “sampling” mean to you?

3. How many “species” of M & Ms are there in this bag? Create a
hypothesis of how abundant each species is!

STOP – We need to pass out the elusive M& M species!
4. What can you tell me about the whole bag of M & Ms based on your
sample? Record your totals and % in the table below.
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

Total

Total #
%
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5. Create a bar (column) graph of the abundance (%) of each of your species
found in your sample.

6. Together we will record everyone’s sample on the table below and find
their percentages.
Red

Orange

Yellow

Green

Blue

Brown

Total

Total #
%

7. Create a bar (column) graph of the abundance (%) of each of your species
found in the class’ samples.
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8. How representative was your sample of the overall percentages?

9. Could any errors have occurred in our sampling? List potential errors that
could have occurred (whether they did or did not).

10. Bias can occur in science. Bias is the prejudice for or against something.
Was there any bias in our experimental protocol?
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Honors Only
11. Give an example of an experiment that could be done in a similar way
using samples. Explain the question, the experiment and why sampling is
best.

12. In a paragraph summarize what you learned from this activity and how it
might be useful in the determination of species abundance in the field.
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Appendix 4: High School: Quadrat Random Sampling Activity
Name _________________________ Block _______ Date ___________
Quadrat Random Sampling Activity
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/80666226/Quadrat-Random-Sampling
Scientists cannot possibly count every organism in a population. One way to estimate
the size of a population is to collect data by taking random samples. In this activity, you
will look at how data obtained from random sampling compare with data obtained by an
actual count.
Procedure
1. Tear or cut a sheet of paper into 20 slips, each approximately 4 cm x 4 cm.
2. Number 10 of the slips from 1 to 10 and put them in a small container.
3. Label the remaining 10 slips from A through J and put them in a second container.
The grid shown below represents a meadow measuring 10 m on each side. Each grid
segment is 1m x 1m. Each black circle represents one sunflower plant.

4. Randomly remove one slip from each container. Write down the number-letter
combination and find the grid segment that matches the combination. Count the
number of sunflower plants in that grid segment. Record this number on the data table.
Return each slip to its appropriate container.
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5. Repeat step 5 until you have data for 10 different grid segments (and the table is
filled out). These 10 grid segments represent a sample. Gathering data from a
randomly selected sample of a larger area is called sampling!
6. Find the total number of sunflower plants for the 10-segment sample. This is an
estimation based on a formula. Add all the grid segment sunflowers together and divide
by ten to get an average number of sunflower plants per grid segment. Record this
number in the table. Multiply the average number of sunflower plants by 100 (this is
the total number of grid segments in your sample area) to find the total number of
plants in the meadow based on your sample. Record this number in your data table.
7. Now count all the sunflower plants actually shown in the meadow. Record this
number in the data table. Divide this figure by 100 to calculate the average number of
sunflower plants per each grid.

Analysis
1. Compare the total number you got for sunflowers from the sampling to the actual
count. How close are they?
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2. Why was the paper-slip method used to select the grid segments?

3. Why do biologists use sampling? Why can’t they just go into the forest and count all
the sunflower plants?

4. Population sampling is usually more effective when the population has an even
dispersion pattern. It is least effective when clumped dispersion patters are present.
Explain why this would be the case.

5. Describe how you would use sampling to determine the population of dandelions in a
yard.
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Appendix 5: Friday Science Student Survey
Friday Science at KANU Survey
Mahalo for participating in today’s Friday Science program. We want to hear from you because we
really value your feedback. The information you share is confidential and will allow us to improve the
program!
Date:

__________

Your initials: __________

Your grade:

__________

1. How much FUN did you have during today’s program? (circle one)
a. A great deal
b. Quite a bit
c. Somewhat
d. Very little
e. None at all
2. How much of the information was NEW to you? (circle one)
a. All of it
b. Most of it
c. Some of it
d. None of it
3. How much did you learn during today’s Friday Science program?(circle one)
a. A lot
b. Some
c. A little
d. Nothing at all
4. How would you rate your overall satisfaction with today’s Friday Science program? (circle one)
a. Very satisfied
b. Somewhat satisfied
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat dissatisfied
e. Very dissatisfied
5. Why did you rate your overall satisfaction as you did?
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Appendix 6: Friday Science Outcomes Evaluation
Friday Science Student Evaluation
Instructions
Please be completely honest when you answer the questions. Do not rush to complete this survey. Your
thoughtful and thorough responses will help us improve other afterschool honors programs in the future.
Besides, that’s why you’re getting a pizza party!
What grade are you in? (Please circle one.)
a. Grade 5
b. Grade 6
c. Grade 7
d. Grade 8
In science, do you usually get…? (Please circle one.)
a. Mostly A’s?
b. Mostly B’s?
c. Mostly C’s?
d. Mostly D’s or below?
Are you …
a. Male
b. Female
For each of the following statements, select one response that describes how confident you were/are in
your ability to do each of the following BEFORE and AFTER your participation in the Friday Science
program?
Please use the following scale to rate your level of CONFIDENCE:
1

Not at all confident

2

Slightly confident

3

Somewhat confident

4

Fairly well confident

5

Very confident

1. Level of confidence to create science questions that you can answer by collecting data?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

2. Level of confidence to make predictions or hypotheses?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

3. Level of confidence to collect data or use data collected by someone else?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____
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4. Level of confidence to analyze data and figure out what it means?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

5. Level of confidence to make conclusions about what you found out?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

6. Level of confidence to present to others what you found out about your science question?
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

Select one response that describes how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements,
BEFORE and AFTER your participation in the Friday Science program.
Use the following scale to rate your level of CONFIDENCE:
1

Strongly disagree

2

Disagree

3

Neutral

4

Agree

5

Strongly agree

1. I usually do well in science.
a. Before Friday Science

_____

b. After Friday Science

_____

2. I would like to take more science in school.
c. Before Friday Science

_____

d. After Friday Science

_____

3. I enjoy learning science.
e. Before Friday Science

_____

f.

_____

After Friday Science

4. I learn things easily in science.
g. Before Friday Science

_____

h. After Friday Science

_____

5. I would like a job that involves using science.
i.

Before Friday Science

_____

j.

After Friday Science

_____
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6. I need to do well in science to get the job I want.
k. Before Friday Science

_____

l.

_____

After Friday Science

For each statement, mark a response to “I know how to…”

I know how to…
1. Help clean up or take care of a local
stream, river, or beach
2. Participate in a restoration activity such as
planting trees or removing invasive plants
3. Tell others about ways they can protect a
local body of water
4. Create a schoolyard or backyard habitat
5. Conserve water at home or school
6. Install a rain barrel at home
7. Give a presentation about a local body of
water

Strongly
disagree

Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree

Agree

Strongly
agree

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m
m
m

m
m
m

m
m
m

m
m
m

m
m
m

m

m

m

m

m

Nothing

A little

How much do you know about…?
1. The loss of forests and other plants along
streams and rivers
2. High levels of nutrients in water and where
they come from
3. The loss of important habitats such as
wetlands and underwater plants
4. High levels of sediment (soil) in the water and
where it comes from

A lot

Not sure

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

1. How likely would you be to sign up for another program like this next year? (circle one)
a. Extremely likely
b. Likely
c. Neutral
d. Unlikely
e. Extremely unlikely
2. What other subject areas interest you for an afterschool honors program? Rank from most interested
(1) to least interested (5).
_____

Environmental education

_____

General science

_____

Engineering (i.e., robotics)
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_____

Chemistry

_____

Math

_____

Sustainability issues

_____

Other (Please list: ________________________________)

3. How likely are you to recommend this after school program to others? (circle one)
f.

Extremely likely

g. Likely
h. Neutral
i.

Unlikely

j.

Extremely unlikely

Here is your chance to give us meaningful feedback about the Friday Science program! Please take your
time and put careful consideration into your responses. (That’s why we gave you a pizza party today!)
Explain five things that you loved about Friday Science.

Explain 2 to 5 things that you wish would have been done differently in Friday Science.
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Appendix 7: Middle School

What Invertebrates Hide Under The
Nursery Logs?
By:
Alexander Laros, Kai Selman and Jon Kuyper

Purpose
The purpose is to find what the most common invertebrate to Kalopa is.

Hypothesis
We thought the most common Invertebrate would be the Armadillidiidae, also
known as a pill bug or roly poly.

Background
Kalopa State Park is a lodging and camping park with a 0.7 mile loop trail in a
native ‘ohi'a forest at 2000 ft elevation. Kalopa is known for its very old ‘ohi’a
forest. Nursery logs are a big part of the Kalopa ecosystem. Nursery logs are
large decaying fallen trees that provide support and shelter for other plants and
invertebrate. They are covered in mosses and ferns which help accelerate the
decaying process of the log. Invertebrates are animals that neither possess nor
develop a vertebral column. Some common invertebrates that you might notice
at Kalopa, are Earthworms, Earwigs, Spider, slugs and Armadillidiidae, also
known as a pillbug or roly poly.

Variables
Independent = Logs we looked under at Kalopa
Dependent = What type of invertebrate we found
Constant = Time we spent at each log looking for result
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Methods
Materials =
2 magnifying glasses
1 dissecting jar
3 cameras
1 map of Kalopa

Procedure =
1. First, we went in the forest to locate a nursery log to dissect
2. Then we take out the materials
3. Lift over the log and look inside of and around it to find invertebrates or
bugs
4. Lift up the log to put it back into the original position in which we found it

Results
Amount of Specimens under each log
Specimens

Tallies

Earth Worm

23

Slugs

9

Spiders

12

Earwig

7

Centipede

1

Larva

1

Rolly Polly

1

Aphid

1

Caterpillar

1

Grasshopper

3

Lady bug

1
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Discussion
Our hypothesis was incorrect. We thought that there would be a lot of
Armadillidiidae, also known as a pill bug or roly poly, but in the end there was
only one. Our research question was, what is the most common invertebrate
underneath the nursery logs at Kalopa? As you can see in the results, the most
common invertebrate was the earthworm. We found 23 earthworms in our time
at Kalopa. As well as, 9 slugs, 12 spiders, 7 earwigs, and much more.
One problem was, trying to get the insects into the dissecting jar. We attempted
to get a Earwig and a spider in the dissecting jar, but it was too squirmy. Another
problem we had at the beginning was trying to find a nursery log that was good
enough to dissect. Those were the only problems we had during the project.

Conclusion
We learned a lot about nursery logs, like there are a lot of bugs under them and
they are home to a lot of Invertebrates. We also learned that this area of nature
is very different from the other forests around the world. An ‘ohi’a tree grows a
meter in diameter every 1000 years.It is a one of a kind forest.
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Appendix 8: High School

Urchin Survey Research
By Zea Levine
Abstract:
Hawaii is a perfect climate for sea urchins such as the rock boring and collector urchins
to thrive. Sea urchins are the vacuums of Hawaii’s coral reefs, keeping them filtered and
controlling invasive algae. Over harvesting of urchins can have drastic effects on ecosystems.
This is why a ban was placed on the harvesting of urchins during winter months at Old A’s. So
how does the protected urchin population compare to an unprotected tidepools population? It
was hypothesized that the urchin population would be greater at Old A’s because the urchins
there are protected. This information is important to see if MLCD bans are effective. Data was
taken whenever tide and surf conditions allowed. Students collected data in assigned zones to get
total urchin counts for each tidepool. The ban on urchin collection during certain months seems
to be effective because the urchin population at Old A’s MLCD has risen steadily since the ban
was put in place, however this was not statistically proven.
Problem Statement:
How the urchin population at Old A’s MLCD compare to Honokohau Harbor?
Hypothesis:
The hypothesis is that the urchin population will be greater at Old A’s because the
urchins there will be protected. The null hypothesis is there will be no difference in urchin
population between Old A’s MLCD and Honokohau harbor.
Importance:
Urchins play a key role in the marine ecosystem. Urchins consume algae and decaying
matter in the water. Sea otters, pin cushions and people all consume urchins.
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Literature Review:
Hawaii is a perfect climate for sea urchins such as the rock boring and collector urchins to
thrive. Sea urchins are very different from any other sea creatures, and can move their spines.
These urchins also have five part body symmetry. (Waikiki Aquarium) Similar to other
echinoderms, these creatures have a water vascular system. Each type of sea urchin has very
unique characteristics.
Sea urchins are echinoderms and usually have spines. These spines can sometimes be
venomous. Some sea urchins have no spines and instead have short bristlelike things
surrounding them. One urchin that exhibits this is the collector urchin. (Enchanted Learning).
Urchins universally have globular bodies with hard chalky plates. The sea urchins are adapted to
live on the seafloor, in tide pools, and on the rocky shoreline.
The rock boring is the most common shallow water urchin in Hawaii. These urchins
make their homes in holes they find or make in rocks. As they grow, the urchins use their spines
to make the hole bigger. This urchin eats seaweed and other natural debris that it catches from
the water. Although it varies, the rock boring urchin is generally seen in pastel variations of
greyish purple, pink, and green colors. (Waikiki Aquarium)They can be found in tide pools and
along the coast line in holes in the rock.
The collector urchin can be found in India, Western Pacific, and Hawaii. They are most
commonly found in tide pools and on coral reefs, but are sometimes on the seafloor. These
overall harmless urchins use the camouflage of rocks, debris, and algae.The collector urchin is
the least harmful of the urchins. The feeding habits of these urchins involve scraping rocks to get
algae to eat, and pulling decaying matter from the water. (Coral Reefs of Moorea) The urchins
also eat the invasive algaes, protecting the native reefs.
An invasive problem has arisen over the past decade, and that problem is alien algae
smothering the reefs. The most common types of invasive algae found were Eucheuma
denticulatum and Avrainvillea. Over fishing and gathering of algae consumers has left an
overpopulation of these species. A solution was found, arriving in the form of a machine called
the Super Sucker, but it was a temporary fix to a long term problem. Then last year, a new
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experiment was tested, approximately a half acre of reef was cleared in Oahu’s Kane`ohe Bay.
One thousand two hundred collector urchins were placed on one half of the cleared reef, while
the other half was left as a control. ( The Nature Conservancy).This time the experiment was a
success, and the cleared area with urchin population now has only 3% invasive algaes compared
to the other half of the bay. The sea urchin is a very important addition to Hawaii's coral reefs
and is sensitive to the changes in the world's oceans.
The sea urchin has been threatened by many things throughout evolution. The most recent
thing being climate change. Since the carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere have grown higher
due to the burning of fossil fuels, the ocean soaks some of it up to help compensate. The result of
this is an oceanwide pH decrease. This acidification deteriorates minerals used by sea creatures
to build shells and by the coral to create a skeleton. It threatens oyster farms, caused marine
snails to shrink, and is now affecting sea urchins ( Pappas). The spiny green sea urchin larvae is
the most affected by the acidification due to its digestive system high pH, about 9.5 on the
14point scale. The acidic water has caused a decrease in gastricjuice pH causing the enzymes
that digest food to be dysfunctional. The green sea urchin is a crucial animal in kelp forest
ecosystems, and also in medical practice.
In studies done in the past decade, even more uses have been found for sea urchins. Just
recently the purple sea urchin was discovered to contain a sequence in cells previously thought to
only be found in viruses such as cancer and Alzheimer's. First discovered in FootandMouth
Virus, this sequence can be used to reset a cell to a stemlike state, which then allows them to be
altered. This process allows the possibility of putting multiple genes into one cell. In a medical
practice, this process could be used to fight cancer and other diseases, in addition to being used
in regenerative medicine to replace damaged tissue. Studying the sequence in sea urchins allows
an even further advance in fighting diseases.
Urchins are important in kelp forest ecosystems and Hawaii's coral reefs. The urchins aid
in controlling invasive species and many other things scientist are only beginning to discover.
Urchins have recently been found to be helpful in medical practices; they help doctors and
scientist learn more about regenerative cell tissue. It is very crucial to the world's oceans and
reefs that the urchins continue to thrive because sea urchins are the vacuums of the reef,
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controlling algae and debris (Chung). Collector and Rock Boring urchins can be found all along
the Kona coastline, and these urchins are both very important because they feed on invasive
algae and keep it from strangling the native reefs.

Methods and Materials:
The information that needs to be taken when a survey occurs includes: the Beaufort wind
scale, temperature, date, time, moon cycle, types of urchins, size of tide pool, weather, amount of
urchins, time of low tide and high tide. The transect line should be unraveled along the back line
of the tide pool, then each group should survey a specific meter wide section of the tidepool, then
walk back towards shore while counting all urchin types in their section and recording the
numbers in a data table.
Some of the most important controlled variables are the zone sizes, tide level, not moving
rocks to look underneath, and tallying the data in the water. The independent variable is the
location of the tidepool. The dependent variable is the total number of urchins.
The materials needed to conduct this experiment are: one laminated data sheet per group,
one transect line, a wax pencil for each group, and a click counter for each group. One will also
need transportation to the tidepools.
Overall Data Table 1: Total Urchin Population at Old A’s MLCD and Honokohau Harbor
Date

Old A’s MLCD
9/16/2015

Honokohau Harbor
417

10/16/2015
10/29/2015

1479
512

11/12/2015

2382

11/13/2015

674

1/8/2016

1079
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1/22/2016

1488

1/27/2016

1781

2/5/2016

1011

2/11/2016

1667

2/12/2016

2130

2/19/2016

1223

4/8/2016

1091

4/22/2016

1277

4/28/2016

1811

2031

Figure 1: Urchin Population over time

This scatter plot shows the total number of urchins at Old A’s on 9/16/15, 10/29/15,
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11/13/15, 1/8/16, 1/22/16, 1/27/16, 2/5/16, 2/11/16, 2/12/16, 2/19/16, and 4/8/16 as well as the
total number of urchins at Honokohau Harbor on 10/16/15, 11/12/15, 4/8/16, 4/22/16, and
4/28/16.

Discussion
Rock boring are the most common urchins at Old A’s MLCD as well as at Honokohau
Harbor. In figure 1, the urchin population trend line is increasing by 5.311 at Old A’s MLCD and
decreasing by 1.384 at Honokohau Harbor. This suggests that the urchin population has had a
greater increase at Old Airport MLCD. The average urchin population at Old A’s is 1,196 while
the standard deviation is 517. The average urchin population at Honokohau Harbor is 1926,
while the standard deviation is 379. The urchin population is greater at Honokohau Harbor, not
supporting the hypothesis. After completing a ttest (a statistical test that compares two samples),
the t level was found to be 1.6. The probability level was 0.05%. This means there was a 95%
confidence level. This result is not statistically significant and there is not enough evidence to
reject the null hypothesis. The data does not support the hypothesis.
Conclusion
The question that fueled this research was how does the urchin population at Old A’s MLCD
compare to Honokohau Harbor? This is an important thing to know because then it can be
decided if the urchin collection ban has been effective. The hypothesis was that the urchin
population will be greater at Old A’s because the urchins there will be protected. The hypothesis
was rejected because a difference could not be statistically proven. Urchins play a major part in
the marine ecosystem because they filter out debris from the water and can help to keep invasive
algaes under control. They are important because without them the reef could be killed by
invasive algaes and other organisms and they are also important to Hawaiian cultural practices
for food. This research is important to places like the DLNR to see if bans on collection are
effective.
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Looking at the graph, the ban on urchin collection during certain months seems to be
effective, however this was not statistically proven. The t test shows no significant difference.
Urchin population at Old A’s could be improved by publicizing the ban on urchin collection so
more people know about it. To improve the design of this project two students should count each
zone and average their total counts, this would provide more accurate data. In the future it would
be interesting to count urchins at another MLCD tidepool and compare those numbers to Old
Airport.
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